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When are elections held for your Chapter’s Board?
Please indicate month and year of your last election.
07/01/2015

# Regional Chapter members
192

# Full ISPOR members

Collect membership dues or fees from individuals?
No

Annual dues?

Chapter benefits
Keep them informed about activities or novelties on HEOR.

Chapter’s accomplishments in 2016 with regard to membership recruitment, retention, and engagement
We have about 40 new members and keep all the rest as in 2015.

Chapter’s accomplishments in 2016 with regard to education and training

Chapter’s accomplishments in 2016 with regard to research

Chapter’s accomplishments in 2016 with regard to policy-related activities

Chapter’s accomplishments with regard to Chapter meetings, workshops, or conferences
34th Congress of AES (Spanish Association of Health Economics)  • During the congress of AES held in Murcia in June 2016, the chapter had the mid-year Face-to-Face meeting (minutes of the meeting: www.ispor.org/RegionalChapters/Chapter/Spain).  • ISPOR Spain Chapter organized a Discussion Round Table: “The economic crisis: A before and after in the economic evaluation”  • ISPOR 19th Annual European Congress in Vienna  • ISPOR Spain members attended the second Face-to-Face Meeting.  • ISPOR Spain Chapter organized a Forum: “The Spanish Experience in Hepatitis C: Friends or Foes?”  • ISPOR Spain Chapter participated in the Forum: A Structured Debate Regarding the National Health Economics Guidelines in Southern Europe” with the participation in the Forum of Jaime Espin invited by the chapter.

Chapter member’s accomplishments, including articles of note or awards
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Describe any regional patient engagement activities
Describe any activities organized for students or new professionals

Chapter Affiliations

Sponsorship Agreements MSD and Esteve sponsored the forums at ISPOR 2016.

Formal comments to governments or health authorities

Input to national or regional HTA activities

Committees or special interest groups Innovative contracting / RWE / MCA

Registered with regional authorities Ministry of Interior

Chapter’s main goals for 2017 First F-2-F Meeting with chapter-members. Organize a round-table during AES congress in September. Second F-2-F Meeting with chapter-members. Organize a Forum during the ISPOR European Congress.

3 challenges the Chapter is facing at the start of 2017 Establish the chapter as an association in Spain.

1 Postulate Barcelona for the ISPOR EU congress in 2019.

2 Update our database of members.

3 Prepared this report Carme Pinyol  President of the ISPOR Chapter

+34609872468  carme.pinyol@gmail.com